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8.5FT RUSTIC AL FRESCO TABLE

SKU: RAFT8.5FT1M-RB-EXTLAC
£2,623.57 Excl. VAT

8.5ft length - for larger parties
Exterior lacquer - perfect for outdoor
dinning and barbeques
FSC redwood - great ecological credentials
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8.5FT RUSTIC AL FRESCO TABLE

Welcome to our classic 8.5ft Rustic Al Fresco Dining Table. The 8.5ft Rustic Al Fresco Table represents the
height of sociability. From mid summer outdoor dining to more casual barbecues this table is specifically
designed for the social occasion. You would be the host with most with this ultimate party table or simply relax
and focus on the socialising with everything at hand.

The Rustic Al Fresco Table is built from solid kiln dried FSC redwood. The table stands at 745mm high and the
table top measures 930mm wide and a solid 70mm thick. It is designed to fit standard gastronorms. It is
available in 2 further sizes:

7.5ft Rustic Al Fresco Table
9.5ft Rustic Al Fresco Table

All gastronorm tables come with a selection of standard stainless steel gastronorms (65mm depth) including a
deep (200mm depth) central gastronorm for chilling drinks or large capacity - see images below for the
gastronomic arrangements. All the Gastronorms are standard sizes so you can interchange with your own as
you see fit.

When not entertaining the Al Fresco table can also be turned into a beautiful regular garden table by removing
the gastronorms and replacing with an additional plank that is supplied with the table.

The Al Fresco table is finished to a high standard with a 2 coat process with a clear UV protection oil. The finish
protects against mould algae and fungal attack.

An indoor version is available in the form of the 8.5ft Rustic Dining Table

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Dimensions 2600 × 930 × 745 mm

Length 2.6m (~8.5ft)

Wood Redwood

Assembly Pre-assembled

Colour Rustic Brown

Finish Stained, Lacquered

What it holds Gastronorms
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